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Why did the strategy not change?  The Commerce Minister when announcing the new default suppliers in 
2014 stated “the purpose of the default funds is as temporary holding fund.” As at 31 March 2017, the 
number of default fund members was 446,534, five years earlier in 2012 it was 447,274.  In those five 
years despite lower volumes of enrolments in default schemes the total number of members declined by 
only 740, while the value of funds increased from $2.9 billion to $4.6 billion in default funds, compounding 
the regulators conservative default fund selection error. 

The number two reason was the failure of the default fund providers, particularly the original default 
providers, to meet their obligation to switch members out of the default funds.  The default funds were 
meant to be ‘temporary holding funds” for default KiwiSaver members.  Their responsibility was to engage 
promptly with new default members and switch them to more suitable funds.  It was presented by the 
authorities throughout as a key responsibility of the default KiwiSaver fund providers. 

Several of the default providers had a serious conflict of interest which possibly explains their failure to 
switch default members to more suitable funds. Were they acting in their own interests by dragging their 
feet with this requirement? Statistics suggests they were acting in their own interests.  There was a 
sudden large spike in switching activity in the run-up to the review of default suppliers and their re-
appointment in 2014, which tailed off immediately after re-appointment.   

The potential conflict of interest is demonstrated by the portfolio composition comparison between default 
conservative funds and KiwiSaver balanced funds.   On average, bank owned default conservative 
KiwiSaver funds in April/May 2018 had 22.4% more of their portfolios invested in bank products than they 
did in their own balanced funds.  In 2018 the five bank default KiwiSaver providers on average had 34% 
of their default funds invested in bank products.  Effectively charging default members for investing in 
their own and typically other Australian banks products.  Refer the following portfolio composition table:     

 

 

The number three reason for the undisclosed losses was the performance of the regulators, MBIE and 
the FMA. What did they do to ensure that default fund managers met their obligations?  A common theme 
in many of the annual KiwiSaver reports from the FMA was expressions of concern at the poor 
performance of the default providers in switching clients out of the default funds.  Yet no really effective 
action was ever taken by the regulators against the poor performing default fund providers when it was 
clearly required. It could easily have been taken to quickly resolve the problem.  Why were the original 
default providers re-appointed for a seven year term given their poor track record with switches?  If they 
were re-appointed why were they not given a rolling one year term subject to performance on switching 
rates? Who advised or was involved in those contracts?   

If members had been switched out rapidly and in sufficient volume the outcome for default members 
would have been dramatically improved. 

We estimate that it would take six years at the current rate of switch outs from the default funds for all 
members to be removed, provided no new default members were added.      
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16th July 2018  

 

Open letter to:   

Rob Everett   Adrian Orr 
Chief Executive Officer  Governor 
Financial Markets Authority Reserve Bank of New Zealand 
 

Dear Sirs, 

You sent a letter to the banks and to the insurance companies asking them to prove that consumers, 
regulators and other stakeholders can have full confidence in the financial services sector. 

You have not asked the public or independent financial advisers.  Hence this letter from a group of 
independent authorised financial advisers that are concerned about one particular financial issue to which 
we want to draw your attention. 

It is the earnings which KiwiSaver default fund members have missed 

It was identified at the commencement of KiwiSaver and repeatedly during the years following that 
KiwiSaver assets are for a very long-term purpose, retirement funding. It was identified at commencement 
that selecting conservative default funds to limit (or even eliminate) the possibility of short-run negative 
yields would be costly to the default members in the long-run if the default option turns out to be for the 
long-term.  That is exactly what has and is happening, and it should never have occurred. 

Default members missed out on $830 million 

It is impossible, given the lack of publically available data, to exactly calculate the loss of potential 
earnings suffered by default KiwiSaver members, but if a balanced fund rather than a conservative fund 
strategy had been selected for KiwiSaver default funds, the default members would have been better off 
by at least $830 million over the six years ending 31 December 2017.  The primary reason was that in the 
five years preceding, the default conservative funds average earnings was 6.0% pa, but the average of 
the KiwiSaver balanced funds for the same period was 9.5% pa according to Morningstar. Meaning the 
default members lost on average 3.5% p.a. compounded in those five years.  

This situation may have continued in this year and could be approaching or exceeding $1 billion if the 
overpayment of PIE tax by most default members since the scheme commenced was included in the 
numbers.  

The lost potential earnings are likely to continue into the future unless decisive action is taken now to 
remedy the current operation of the default KiwiSaver funds. 

What does that mean for individual default members? 

To test our hypothesis and to identify the impact for individual members we calculated the outcome for 
three default members with different income levels, assuming they joined at commencement of KiwiSaver 
and remained invested through to 31 March 2018. We then calculated, for each income level, the result if 
a balanced fund had been used. It assumes that the individuals were taxed at their correct tax rate 
throughout which was often not the case. The results are shown on the following graph. 
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Who is responsible for these default members missing out?  

The number one reason was that MBIE and the FMA retained in 2014 a conservative fund strategy for 
all default fund providers.  The original intention with default KiwiSaver funds was that they were a 
“temporary holding place” while default providers rapidly engaged with those members and switched 
them to more appropriate funds. 
 
By 2012 four years after the commencement it was very clear that the default funds were not operating as 
temporary holding places, managers were not switching default members to other funds at the speed or 
in the volumes expected. Default conservative funds had accumulated significant funds ($2.9 billion) and 
members (447,274).  
 
MBIE reviewed this problem and stated in their 2012 request for submissions that “If retirement income 
maximisation is the agreed objective” then there are “three broad types of investment strategies under 
this objective” (namely aggressive, balanced and life-cycle) recognising that continuation of a 
conservative strategy for default funds was incompatible with that objective.  Of the 29 submissions 
received (and published on their website), there was strong support for a change away from the 
conservative strategy. Only two existing default fund providers supported staying in a conservative, one of 
whom (AMP) admitted that by doing so it “goes against our recommended portfolio construction.” The 
other (ASB) made the claim in their submission that based on their own survey, “our global observation is 
that people want to be in conservative funds.” A statement which seemed to be more about its own 
interests, rather than those of its KiwiSaver clients.* Tower however in its submission stated “our 
experience to date is that members have not been overly concerned with volatility” totally contradicting 
ASB’s statement.     
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KiwiSaver Comparison: Three different income levels 
Default Conservative Fund vs equivalently ranked KiwiSaver Balanced Fund as at 2012

An individual investor's oucome since the start of KiwiSaver

ASB Conservative Fund, $20k ANZ Balanced Fund, $20k ASB Conservative Fund, $40k
ANZ Balanced Fund, $40k ASB Conservative Fund, $60k ANZ Balanced Fund, $60k

Member earning $60,000 pa 
Loss = $8,100 or 12.51% 

Member earning $40,000 pa 
Loss = $6,000 or 12.65% 

Member earning $20,000 pa 
Loss = $3,400 or 12.34% 

Simulated investor experience using monthly fund performance figures obtained from the Companies Office Disclose Register 
Assumes member's gross earnings as stated in 2007, increasing at 3% per annum, 4% employee contribution rate, minimum employer contributions, 
taxed at the member's applicable PIE tax rate. Kick start and Member Tax Credits received. 
Tax calculations estimated only. 
Rankings determined by Morningstar, both KiwiSaver funds operated by default providers, and ranked 7th in their peer group as at 31 December 2012. 

Cliffe Consulting Limited
… to the Financial Markets Authority and the Reserve Bank of New Zealand 

about their concerns about KiwiSaver default fund members had missed out 
on over $1 billion …… because of the conservative investment strategy used, 

the default fund providers not complying with their obligations  
and over-taxation of members.


